alarms warn you before an overflow occurs so you can respond quickly. Reliable data empowers you to analyze your collection system performance and plan for the future wisely. ADS owns and maintains the equipment so you have more time to focus on other tasks. All of this for a low monthly price.

- Level Monitor
- Installation Equipment
- Online Data Delivery
- Configuration
- Maintenance

**Easy Data Access for You**
- Configure up to seven alarms
- Schedule monitor check-in to confirm system health
- View alarms via text, email, or the powerful FlowView web-based software
- Receive email or text notifications
- Schedule data delivery to the FlowView web-based software, FTP, or email
- Full access to FlowView features
  - Valuable map and graph visualizations
  - Variety of scheduled or on-demand reports
  - Secure data management
  - Credential-based access to data and features

**Worry-Free Services Provided by ADS**
- Flexible contract terms
- Setup of FlowView locations including user access profiles and alarm triggers
- Reliable UMTS/HSPA+/GSM modem communications
- Complete field maintenance, including battery replacement
- Repair or replace non-functional hardware

**Reliable Hardware Provided by ADS**
- Fully enclosed ECHO level monitor
- Sensing range up to 20 feet into the invert
- Overflow sensor to detect SSO events
- Battery powered for remote locations
- Intrinsically Safe - meets regulatory requirements
- All installation materials included

Scan the QR Code to Learn More

Contact your ADS representative to discuss term options. For a listing of the ADS representative nearest you, please visit the ADS website: [http://www.adsenv.com/sales](http://www.adsenv.com/sales).